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safer beaches.
For over 40 years we’ve been
helping to keep beaches safe.
So thanks to our people in
yellow and red.....and green.

It is an honour to write the
foreword for this special edition
to mark the 40 years of the BP
Surf Life Saving partnership.
This magazine is a very special
record of that partnership as
well as the development of
power craft in New Zealand.
BP’s partnership with Surf Life Saving started in 1968.
Europa had provided the Worser Bay Club with a new surf
boat early in the year which was used to save passengers
of the Wahine in Wellington Harbour. That event made my
predecessors realise what role the company could play in
helping to save lives.
Today, 40 years later, BP supports the 208 IRBs (inflatable
rescue boats) used by Surf Life Saving Clubs around
the country to keep our beaches safe. The partnership
is mutually beneficial and is about much more than just
money. It’s about people. The thousands of volunteers
that give their time to keep our beaches safe, they are the
people that saved 1681 lives last summer, our financial
support just helped to give them a tool to assist them in
their work.
BP is extremely proud to be in partnership with Surf Life
Saving and to be celebrating this incredible milestone –
one we believe represents the longest sponsorship in
New Zealand.

Peter Griffiths
Managing Director
BP New Zealand
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This month Surf Rescue captures the history
of the BP relationship and the development
of the world’s most effective inshore rescue
boat operation. That capacity continues
to develop. Even today we record a 30%
increase over the number of IRBs in the last
5 years.

Marketing Assistant Jess Limbrick

Equipment aside, people remain our greatest
resource. In this issue we acknowledge our
members’ achievements - the NZ Team at
the World Champs, our Olympians efforts,
Rescue and Lifeguard of the Year, Service
Awards and two new Life Memberships.

Lifesaving Manager Brett Sullivan

Last year we provided more patrol hours
than ever before. We also enjoyed the fourth
successive year of increasing numbers
gaining their Surf Lifeguard Award. So while
the pressure to meet community needs
increases, we can demonstrate our capacity
continues to increase.

Sport Manager Mark Weatherall (Trg)

As Surf Rescue is distributed we begin
another year of beach patrols as we
continue to prevent drowning and injury in
New Zealand.
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point out there were
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involved in getting IRBs
to where they are now
in terms of surf rescue
work and competition.
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Two IRBs, 5000 km’s
and 26 days sitting in a
sodden wetsuit. It was
one of those sea-faring
moments that become
legendary.

Surf Life Saving is grateful for the support from our principal funder the
New Zealand Lottery Grants Board.
Over the last ten years the New Zealand Lottery Grants Board has, through their annual grants
process, allocated over $20m to Surf Life Saving throughout New Zealand.
In 2007 / 2008 the Outdoor Safety Committee allocated $3.1m and $2.3m in 2008/09 to Surf Life
Saving. Without these funds we would struggle to sustain the level of service currently provided by
Surf Lifeguards throughout New Zealand. Thank you.

BP surf
rescue
of the
Year

The
warehousE
Supports
SLSNZ
Surf Life Saving benefit from
The Warehouse generosity

33 39
34

The DHL Awards
recognise contribution
and excellence over the
12 month period.
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CEO’s report
2008 Annual General Meeting

2006 - 2008 Membership Numbers

The 2008 Annual General Meeting was held in Wellington on the 28th of

15000

September. The meeting was well attended with many members already in
Wellington for our awards functions.
With a Governance Board many of the decisions historically made at the SLSNZ
annual meeting are now the role of the Board in its annual plan. The primary

12000

focus of the meeting is the election of officers. In 2008 there were elections for
President, Chairman and two Directors. The successful candidates were:
President

Mr James (Jim) Campbell

Chairman

Mr Graeme Cullen

Board

Mr Grant Florence

9000

Mr Tony Roddan

2006

2007

2008

In 2007 / 2008 SLSNZ awarded 1,400 new qualifications:

All four members were incumbent office holders seeking re-election and a ‘no

		

996

Surf Lifeguard Awards

		240

IRB Awards

from the membership, particularly with Project Groundswell, a significant Board

		164

Coaching Awards

project coming to fruition in the next 12 months.

While many volunteer organisations are struggling to sustain their service the

The annual meeting also received the 2008 Annual Report and Financial

number of hours being contributed by Lifeguards is increasing. Further to that is

change’ to the Board members sends a strong message of support to the Board

Statements. Copies of these are available on the SLSNZ website.

the willingness of our members to gain and retain qualifications and hence service

The 2008 Annual Report has many highlights. There are several key membership

our Lifeguards and their commitment to drowning prevention. The number of new

specific statistics that I think we should reflect upon:

capability is stronger than ever. This is a fantastic commentary on the values of
qualified Lifeguards has shown a steady increase over each of the last four years.

a. Lifesaving Outputs
The following summary provides a comparison between the most recent (2007 /

1. 2008 / 2009 Club and District Funding

2008) with the previous (2006 / 2007) season:

District

			2007 / 2008

2006 / 2007

Patrol Hours		

167,313		

183,350		

In 2008 / 2009 SLSNZ have allocated grants valued at $966,100 to Districts via
the District Performance Agreements.

Preventative Actions		111,225		81,763			

Clubs

Searches			272		304		

In 2008 / 2009 SLSNZ have allocated $700,000 to Clubs to support delivery of their

First Aids			1,618		1,734		

Patrol Operations Manual. This is an increase of $100,000 (or 17%) from last season.

Lives Saved		1,681		1,430		

Despite SLSNZ receiving significantly less from NZLGB ($750,000) from last year,

These are the Lifeguard specific outputs of our 3,406 qualified and refreshed

we have been able to increase grants to Clubs. This has been possible through

Lifeguards. These continue to represent a huge commitment to the health and

support of the likes of BP through the toy IRB promotion instore this month.

well being of the three million New Zealanders and international visitors who use
our beaches every year.

The increased support to Clubs is in recognition of how costs, especially fuel
for IRBs, have increased and how difficult it is to get funding to meet fixed costs

b. Membership

like power and fuel. In these instances we believe ‘cash is king’ unless we can

Our database reports on 14,261 members in 2007 / 2008. This is made up of

demonstrate significant advantages through a collective spend such as the

3,406

Active (qualified and refreshed) Lifeguards				

National Insurance Scheme, central database or similar, where economies of

533

Qualified but not refreshed Lifeguards				

scale can be achieved.

6,207

Junior Surf						

4,115

Associate and Social			

The National Insurance Scheme continues to provide insurance for Club assets
and member liability. Costing a little over $200,000 this scheme is one that

This represents a consistent growth of total membership over the last three

demonstrates working together we can achieve significant efficiencies for the

years. The growth is represented in each of our four member categories – Active,

membership. This year we plan to promote a number of member benefits through

Qualified but not refreshed, Junior Surf and Associate.			

the group buying power we have. An example of this will be an on-line travel

							

insurance programme that will certainly be cheaper than the ‘shelf product’ via
travel agencies and rolling out a generic accounting programme to support Clubs
and Districts.
Our commitment to membership protection remains paramount and we supplied
counselling support to over 50 members involved in tragedies or near tragedies
last year. I think, as we begin another season it is timely for us to identify the ‘list’
of activity we deliver to our members.
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Consultation & Development
• Fund one District delegate to attend the annual
consultative and general meetings.
• Fund one paid employee from each District to
attend District Manager Meetings.
• Provide support to District Managers (DM) via
relevant staff.
• DM’s and District Chairs access to SPARC
development courses [as available].
Membership Development
• Provide to all members (members, Clubs and
Districts) the National Insurance Scheme.
• Deliver the Leadership Development Programmes.
• Deliver a National Member Protection Strategy.
• Deliver the National Member Recognition
Programme.
Communication
• Deliver two Surf Rescue publications to the
membership.
• Provide regular communication via the web page,
newsletters.
• Provide for District inclusion to the SLS web page
hosting, and, where agreed, web pages for Districts.
Systems
• Maintain and enhance the Membership Database.
• Explore and, if appropriate, make available a
centralised accounting process.
• Explore and, if appropriate, implement a
centralised education programme booking
system.

• Make available National Lifesaving Policy and
Regulations.

• Provide Clubs and Districts with IRB
Reinstatement Posters.

• Provide Clubs and Districts with a ‘best practice’
POM Template and Folder

• Provide Clubs and Districts with resources
Resuscitation Guidelines

Public Education
• Fund the development of the ‘Integrated Aquatic
Programme’ for the education sector to market
key education resources.
• Fund the delivery of Beach Education and other
education initiatives (aligned to the SLSNZ
Education Strategy), in addition to operating
grants via resource provision.
• Develop and maintain education resources for
Districts to promote and use within education
initiatives through schools and community groups.
• Collate and provide qualitative delivery
assessment of Beach Education to enable
Districts to benchmark with each other – from
teacher feedback forms.
• Support Beach Education Instructor Training.
• Review Beach Education in 2008 / 2009.
Safer Environments
• Make available the Aquatic Audit Tool as required.
• Investigate a coordinated radio network.
Lifesaving Services
• Provide at subsidised rate Lifeguard and IRB
Training Manuals.
• Provide certificates for Award Achievement.
• Provide Clubs and Districts with the following
Report Forms:

Marketing

- Patrol Captains Form

• Continue to invest in the provision of Surf Life Saving
branded collateral and merchandise for Districts.

- Incident Report Form

• Market Surf Life Saving as one brand, using a
range of media channels.

- Patrol Inspection Report Form

• Invest in the delivery of a public awareness
campaign delivered from October to June.

- Accident and Investigation Report Form
- IRB Logbook
• Provide Clubs and Districts with the following
Documents:

• Provide welcome packs direct to newly qualified
lifeguards where stocks allow.

- Surf Lifeguard Instructors Workbook

• Make available for purchase a range of SLS
branded merchandise to support Club and District
programmes.

- Surf Lifeguard Exams and Model Answers

Fundraising
• Provide fundraising opportunities to Clubs and
Districts. i.e. National Jandal Day and National
Lotteries.

2. Lifesaving
Strategic Direction and Effective Coordination
• Deliver the ‘In it for life’ Rescue of the Month and
Year Awards.
• Deliver the ‘In it for life’ Rescue of the Year Award.
• Maintain, enhance and make accessible the Patrol
/ Incident Database.

- Surf Lifeguard Examiners Manual
- IRB Instructors Workbook
- IRB Examiners Manual
- IRB Exams and Model Answers
• Make available, the following Rescue Assets:
- Lifeguard Uniform

3. Sport
Coaching
• District Coaching support through the Coaching &
HP Manager.
Resources
• Provide ‘introduction to Coaching’ and
‘Developing Surf Coach’ courses and resources
for planned courses.
• Provide Surf Official Level One Manuals and
Resources.
• Make available subsidised Junior Surf Manuals.
• Make available the Competition Manual.
• Appropriate templates for District use as they
are developed (i.e. Coach Strategy, Terms of
Reference etc).
Communication
• Web for results and images.
• Sport, Coach and Official newsletters.
Membership Development Programmes
• Deliver the ‘Developing Surf Coach’ courses at a
District level.
Events
• Deliver events for Club and District’s members to
participate in:
- Swim Championships- SI and National
- Surf Boat Series – 4 events
- Surf League
-  NZ Club Champs – U14, Open & Masters
- IRB Champs – SI, NI and NZ
• Provide advice and event management expertise
where required.
• Provision of the Team Manager ‘Best Practise
Handbook’ and associated resources.
High Performance
• Deliver a High Performance Programme for the
Membership.
Officials
• Officials Development support provided through
the Sport Manager.

- Rescue Tubes

• Continue the roll out of the Surf Official
Development Strategy.

- Patrol Flags

Membership Development Programmes

- IRB Hulls and Motors

• Delivery of Official Courses in Districts

• Provide Clubs and Districts with Surf Lifeguard
and IRB Refresher Guidelines and Documentation.
• Provide three Senior Lifeguard Schools.
• Provide six (6) Engine and IRB Maintenance
Workshops.
• Provide Critical Incident Support for members.

- Level One
- Level Two Pilot Course

hu.
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heads
up

Cash Club grants from
SLSNZ will increase by
nearly 20% this year. Despite
the NZLGB reduction,
SLSNZ has been able to
avoid any impact on Clubs
and Districts. This has been
acheived in part through
additional support from
BP, with proceeds from the
retail promotion of toy boats
flowing through to Clubs.
Unless efficiencies can
be achieved through bulk
supply/service agreements
SLSNZ is committed to a
‘cash is king’ principle to
support Clubs with core
operating costs.

WELCOME

A new series of
Surf Club 174
will be produced
this summer.
The childrens’
TV programme
goes to air from
17 January
to 7 March
on Saturday
mornings on
TV2. Cory
Hutchings and
Julia Toomey will
be presenters

Welcome to Matt
Warren and Sue
McMaster, new District
Managers of Surf Life
Saving Wellington
and Surf Life Saving
Taranaki. Surf Life
Saving New Zealand
has a new Event
Manager Maree Kelly.
Maree will be based
in Tauranga.

The new Lifeguard training
manual, complete with
workbooks will soon be in
circulation. Instructors and
Examiners are now training
and assessing candidates
based upon the new manual
and examination process.
This is the result of the
accreditation review of the
last 18 months and the input
across all Districts.

Coca-Cola
Christmas in
the Park
Surf Life Saving is the charity partner
of the Coca-Cola Christmas in the Park,
held in Christchurch and Auckland.
Local Lifeguards will be involved as
Club fundraisers.

charity gaming
The Gaming industry continues to face challenges. Last
year Surf Life Saving (Clubs and Districts) received nearly
$3m in donations from Charity Gaming. See page 20.
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world champs

Activate triathlon series

Casey Glover

Surf Life Saving has eight new World
Champions and one World Record
from the World Surf Life Saving
Championships in Germany in July. The
team finished second overall.

Surf Life Saving is the charity partner of
the Activate triathlon series throughout the
country. $5 from every entry will go to Surf
Life Saving.

In April Surf Lifeguard Casey Glover
smashed the 20 year old Cook Strait
swimming record by 27 minutes.
Casey completed the 26km swim
in 4 hours 37 minutes. Casey is a
member of Titahi Bay SLSC.

Surf Life Saving
Lottery –

Surf Life Saving will once again be
the charity partner of the Sovereign
New Zealand Ocean Swim Series.
Swimmers will be able to register as
‘Charity Swimmers’ and raise money
for Surf Life Saving.

Surf Life Saving
New Zealand are
now running these
in house. Sales close
soon, so email lottery@
surflifesaving.org.nz if
you want to know more
as a Club fundraiser
or find out how to buy
tickets.

This month look out for
IRB toys in BP sites
throughout the country as
we promote 30 years of
the Arancia IRB and 40
years of the BP / Surf Life
Saving partnership.

pg31

For the second
successive year
The Warehouse
Suppliers Charity
Ball raised money
for Surf Life Saving,
a total of $430,000
was raised from
the evening.

Patrol hours

National Jandal Day is on
Friday 5th December, mark it
in your calendar! To find out
more check out page 23.

The NZLGB grant to Surf Life Saving this year was down $750,000 on last year. The outdoor safety sector committee had its
allocation reduced by a third on last year and new applicant, govt agency Land SAR are now being funded via lotto proceeds,
reducing ‘our’ grant. SLSNZ has absorbed the impact to maintain Club and District Grants, however, because SLSNZ was already
working to this years management plan prior to the cut being announced the impact has meant an urgent budget rewrite and the
cancellation of a number of programmes this year.

Last season’s patrol
hours were yet another
record. 183,000 patrol
hours were provided to
communities during the
2007/08 summer. The
number of new Surf
Lifeguards gaining their
Surf Lifeguard Award
is also continuing to
increase.

1968

1967

Worser Bay’s new Surf Boat
Miss Europa 1, was used to
rescue passengers from the ill
fated Wahine Ferry

Hamilton Jet Ltd provide Surf
Life Saving with a modified
Jet Boat (model 52) for
assesment

1974

Surf Life Saving Canterbury launches
their new Europa Jet Boat

1975

Medical Scholarship is established and
supported by BP. Zodiac IRBs trialled.
First 2 day National power boat rescue
conference held in Christchurch
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in the beginning
The telling of history that so many were involved in has a point of risk
when it is published. The risk of not including or recognising each persons
contribution can only be mitigated by acknowledging so many people
played important roles in the mid-1970s and early-1980s to develop the
fleet of rescue craft we have today.
2008 recognises two events:
40 years of BP Sponsorship of Surf Life Saving
30 years of the Arancia IRB
While these two events began quite separately, today they are
inextricably entwined.

40
years with BP

30
years of the IRB

The BP relationship beginnings are marked by

Powered rescue craft can be traced back to 1967

It is staggering on reflection to see how quickly the

Worser Bay Surf Life Saving Club’s new Surf Boat

with Hamilton Jet providing a modified version of its

IRB became established following the adoption of

‘Miss Europa’ being used to save people from the

Jet 52 to both Surf Life Saving Australia and Surf

formal standards and endorsement of several brands

capsized Wahine Ferry in April 1968. The relationship

Life Saving New Zealand. Development of the craft

by SLSNZ in November 1978. By February 1981

evolved through Europa/BP’s sponsorship of Jet

continued it’s evolution to the Jet 54 in the mid-

there were 27 Clubs (more than a third) operating

Boats, medical scholarships and later IRBs and other

1970s. At that time, various inflatable craft were being

IRBs and by November 1982, three quarters of our

Club equipment.

considered and Mangawhai and Mt Maunganui Clubs

Clubs had IRBs.

In 1990, the green year as many recall it, was the

were both active in assessing different types of craft.

Today, there are 208 IRBs with 259 engines across

year that all Europa branding was replaced and

Across the Tasman, Australian Surf Lifeguards

the country. Maintaining and developing a fleet

the BP/Surf Lifesaving relationship became even

had concentrated their efforts on developing the

of identical craft ensures the most effective and

stronger. To improve the development and integration

inflatable which they saw as having more potential

efficient operation - the envy of many rescue and

of the IRB in our lifesaving activity that year saw the

over Hamilton’s Jet Boat. Their work was largely with

lifesaving organisations. The long term support of our

launch of the BP Surf Rescue Challenge, the BP

global brand Zodiac.

partner BP has enabled the organisation to have the

Experience and a dedicated full-time role to support
the IRB as a front line rescue craft.

In 1978, a New Zealand and Australian contingent
conducted formal trails at Piha. Chris and John

resources to continue to commit to and develop such
an important part of today’s lifeguard equipment.

Speight of Arancia Industries heard of the trials and
the rest is consigned to history, but brought to life
today.

1977

Mangawhai Club take delivery
of 5 metre rigid hull inflatable

1978

The first formal IRB trials take place
to find the most suitable craft from
the various sizes and brands.
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Early pioneers of IRBs in NZ

Don Wright & Murray Wood
Auckland Powercraft Officer for 10 years and National

reel, line and belt method which usually meant the

These concerns were eventually overcome and the

Powercraft Officer for three years, IRB champion

fastest, strongest swimmer was the belt swimmer.

growth and momentum took off as most members

and self confessed ‘boat man’; Don Wright (jnr) was
one of the driving forces behind the introduction and
growth of IRBs in New Zealand during the late 1970s
and 1980s.

Enthused, a seminar was held at Piha beach to
demonstrate these ‘ducks’. Various manufacturers

immediately saw just how essential IRBs were for surf
rescues.

were investigated and tried until Don and the

Murray Wood was one of those. After attending a

Speights started working together on the Arancia

demonstration in New Plymouth, Murray told his wife

Don’s family had been in the Piha Club for

brand IRB (see separate story) and then Don, along

“I want one of those”. He had immediately seen their

generations. After taking time out from surf due to a

with other keen lifeguards like Rob Ferguson, started

potential in the large surf that Oakura often had and

growing family and business, Don saw the jet boats

spreading the word by loading an IRB trailer and

quickly became involved with IRBs in Taranaki and

in action while walking along Piha beach one day and

going around Districts at the weekend.

nationally.

The IRBs became the death knell for jet boats as they

Don describes himself as a ‘nuts and bolts’ man.

were quicker to launch, less expensive to buy and

“I knew how boats worked and spent a lot of time

Dick Pocock, New Zealand’s first Powercraft Officer

run and didn’t need such specialised crew. The jet

getting the engines and boats right. I was lucky in

was very involved in jet boats, organised a Powercraft

boats, Don thought, were like using a ‘sledgehammer

that I was Auckland Powercraft Officer and had a

Seminar in Christchurch in 1975 that Don attended. A

to crack a nut’.

few resources to use to help build up the IRBs. I

didn’t need much persuading to become involved in
surf again.

New Zealand Powered Rescue Craft sub-committee
was formed and Don became a member of thistaking over as the New Zealand Powercraft Officer
the next year.

Sub committees, with enthusiastic people like
Murray Wood, Basil Vertongen, Louis Jordain, John
Hosiaux and others gave feed back and helped
plan what needed to be done. IRB use grew as

The odd vibe had been coming out of Australia about

districts appointed their own Powercraft Officers and

these new rubber duckies (Don says he always called

seminars were held around the country.

them ‘ducks’ – and still does) since Warren Mitchell
demonstrated them in late 1969 at Avalon Beach.
Some New Zealand Clubs were already investigating
and purchasing IRBs. The late Bob Mitchell had been
a driving force in the Mount Maunganui club to look
at the Australian Zodiac boat and Dave Dineen at
Mangawhai heads had purchased a five metre Avon
rigid hull inflatable. Other Clubs were also looking at
purchasing various brands of IRBs.
Don, a dyed in the wool jet boat man, wasn’t too
enthusiastic about the IRBs merits but joined a group
tour to Australia (all paying their own way!) and came
back convinced that IRBs were essential on New
Zealand beaches.

saw Murray as a better people person and a great
organiser who was the right man to take over as
National Powercraft officer in 1985 and develop the
then Europa sponsorship into a more professional
relationship”. Murray helped renegotiate a wider deal
with Europa as well as overseeing the rebranding of
all IRBs from Europa to BP.

Competition also made a huge difference to IRB
development because as Don states “there was
no point competing unless you had good gear”.
Kaka Point from Balclutha was typical of clubs that
travelled throughout the country for IRB racing. IRB
Lifeguards were dedicated with lots of enthusiasm
and camaraderie. Members always debated about
what the best equipment, engine, methods were.
And of course the racing was spectacular and

Murray says he worked to develop IRB operating and
maintenance to a high standard through an education
and training process and believes that the catalyst
for IRB growth was the educational programmes
and seminars they ran. It was considered vital to
educate the operators to look after the motors and
boat as this was expensive equipment that could be
damaged easily.
“In the early days members would roll the IRBs,

appealed to the press and TV.
However, there were a few years of resistance
towards these ducks as the initial reaction by some
members of the New Zealand surf hierarchy and
Clubs was not very ‘supportive’. Why these ducks

restart the motor and then just store it away, instead
of completing the reinstatement procedure, which
often meant a corroded engine”. There are also
stories of people destroying hulls by using tyre repair
parts to fix them.

What appealed to Don, apart from the obvious

might ‘steal’ rescues and resources away from the

quicker and safer rescues IRBs could perform, was

reel & belt they said. It was pointed out that the

The potential for damage to crew was another reason

that anyone could drive these - unlike the traditional

idea was to actually rescue people, not the how.

it was so important members were competent at

1979

The Arancia is demonstrated at the NZ
Surf Life Saving Champs in ChCh. The
first 3 Arancia are supplied to Clubs.

1980

Fitzroy SLSC get the first IRB in Taranaki, followed by Opunake and NPOB. 95 Lifegurads
attend first National IRB training in Piha.
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a

what they did. Daisy Lean had his leg broken in
an IRB shortly after becoming the New Plymouth
Mayor. Examination standards were also strict with
people often failing.
Ever modest Don and Murray don’t want to take
the kudos for developing IRBs – they point out there
were many others that were involved in getting
IRBs to where they are now in terms of surf rescue
work and competition. These early years of IRB
development came at some personal costs, like
many others in Surf Life Saving. But Don says there
were also great rewards in knowing that you had
made a difference. He was pleased to see the three
women win last years BP Rescue of the Year award
using an IRB and thought – that wouldn’t have
happened with the old line and belt way.

Don and Murray
say it was necessary
to limit the IRB
modifications for
racing otherwise the
IRBs could easily
have become “crews
lying on a piece of
rubber with a 150HP
engine” and no
longer suitable for
rescues

Cheating

b

c

Did cheating occur in early IRB racing? There are
many stories told (and no doubt further exaggerated
in the retelling) about what was done in the quest to
be the fastest.
First attempts to scrutinise equipment by ballot after
the races wasn’t so successful with many a motor
being whisked off the beach.
Don and Murray say it was necessary to limit the
IRB modifications for racing otherwise the IRBs
could easily have become “crews lying on a piece of
rubber with a 150HP engine” and no longer suitable
for rescues (much like skis did).
Standardisation of equipment caused an outrage
for a few years but then settled down and very
little has changed with IRBs since the late 1980s.
The number of judicial reviews also died as did the
practice of team managers coming in to meetings
with tape recorders…

1981

Castlecliff SLSC receive their first IRB. In February it is
reported that 27 of 71 clubs now have IRB’s. Fitzroy club
hosts Taranaki’s first IRB comp, and first Europa NZ IRB
Championships held at Piha Beach.

A: Don Wright in his early race
days B: Murray Wood (right) C:
Early Arancia Hulls D: An early
Europa IRB presentation by BP
E: Dennis Black, Piha Surf Life
Saving Club (right)

d

12

1984
1982

Raukaka, New Brighton and Sumner
get their first IRB’s. By the end of
1982 it is reported that 3/4 of clubs
have IRB’s.

1983

First Auckland female crew compete
in Auckland competition, however
no separate women’s division yet.

Two Piha Club boats travel to the
Cape and back to mark the Club’s
50th Anniversary. 33 hours over 4
days, 800 kms.
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John & Chris Speight - Arancia Inflatable Rescue Boats

Chris Speight at
Spencer Park beach
in Christchurch with
well known 90’s
icon Elizabeth the
Sea Lion

John and Chris Speight are the hands on owners of

John and Chris say the evolution of the Arancia IRB

Arancia Industries, makers of the Arancia IRB used

has been a learning curve and rollercoaster of testing

by New Zealand clubs for the past 30 years.

and developing boats. They have loved designing and

Building boats started out as a personal quest for the
Speights. They originally wanted to build an inflatable
portable boat that they could use for themselves.
“Using his training as an engineer, John Speight
designs, then builds, five different inflatables…Before
long, John and Chris realise what started out as a
hobby has become a full-time pursuit, even perhaps,
an obsession. They discover there are…many other
water sports enthusiasts who are interested in their
designs and they have the makings of a business,

improving what is out there, making it more efficient.
When they originally started building boats for sale
they found they never saw their customers again. But
Lifeguards came back to say thank you and provide
feedback and ideas for further improvements
They have looked at improving the IRB yet further
but one change can impact on lots of other areas of
the boat so it is always a compromise. The aim has
always been to get a safe rescue boat-for patients
and rescuers - not a racing boat.

which they duly set up in 1976.” (Wake-Walker, 2007,

Arancia now sell their IRB to many lifeguard

p89)

operations around the world, including the UK,

Displaying their inflatable boat at a boat show in

Ireland, Denmark, USA, Hong Kong and Australia.

Auckland in late 1978 some Lifeguards saw their

However, the relationship John and Chris have with

stand and told them about trials for inflatable rescue

Surf Life Saving in New Zealand is special to them.

boats that were running that moment at Piha. They

They are at every major IRB competition and know

left the boat show and rushed out to Piha with their

many Lifeguards personally. As they look back on 30

boat, but the trial was finished.

years of supplying the Arancia IRB, John and Chris

Arancia may have been too late that day at Piha 30
years ago, but arrived on the IRB scene at the right
time. By this stage a few clubs in New Zealand had
been importing Zodiac and other IRBs. However
import restrictions at the time meant that you needed
a permit to bring in IRBs from overseas so the
Powercraft group had been looking at boats from
local manufacturers.
Eventually Don Wright did get to see the Arancia boat
– it had some characteristics he didn’t like for rescues
in surf but it looked promising. Don told the Speights
he was interested in working with them but they (Surf)
had no money.
It only took a month for the first IRB to be designed
and everyone returned to Piha to try it out in the surf.
During this demonstration the first ever rescue in an

would like to say “thank you” to BP and everyone in
Surf Life Saving for all that they (Arancia) have got out
of this relationship over the last 30 years.
Why Orange?
When John and Chris returned to New Zealand from
England in 1975 they took back some grey Hypalon
fabric to continue developing a boat that suited their
leisure needs.
Once they were making boats commercially, the
Italian suppliers of Hypalon sent them orange fabric
instead of grey by mistake. Customers loved it and
the Speight’s decided to call their company Arancia –
which means ‘orange’ in Italian.
From then on all their boats are have been made in
orange fabric (Wake-Walker, 2007, p89).

Arancia IRB was performed.

References

Arancia then built two more prototypes. The 3rd

Wake-Walker, E. (2007). Break Through – How

boat was ready just days before a group of New

the Inflatable Rescue Boat conquered the surf.

Zealanders went to Australia where they blew the

Cambridge: Granta Editions.

Australians out of the water in their Arancia. Apart
from some changes, such as the with fabric, the floor
and transom, the Arancia IRB has not changed in a
major way since that 3rd prototype.

1985

70% of engines at this time are Yamaha,
and Yamaha’s production line in Japan
makes modified engines for NZ

1989

The G series Yamaha model is
introduced, the major change being
the ‘exhaust through prop’

Celebrating
14

“It’s a passion that takes up heaps of your
summer that’s for sure,” he says laughing. “But it’s
something I thoroughly enjoy doing; I love the IRB
scene. There is not one part of it I don’t enjoy.”

1990

The Green Year - the Europa Brand is rebranded BP. The BP Experience is
launched with 200 people from NZ and overseas attending the IRB seminar
over 8 days. The BP Challenge goes nationwide at ten locations - taking IRB
development and fostering competition to the masses.
1991

Waipu Cove win BP Surf
Rescue of the Year.
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dave hickey: king of the petrol heads
Dave Hickey is a man who knows an inflatable rescue

“It’s a passion that takes up heaps of your summer

1992. Up until then we used the Australian one which

boat like the back of his hand. Whether he’s fixing

that’s for sure,” he says laughing. “But it’s something I

is pretty crazy.”

an engine, instructing a group of up-and-coming

thoroughly enjoy doing; I love the IRB scene. There is

drivers or reading the surf conditions before running

not one part of it I don’t enjoy.”

an event, Dave is a one-stop-shop when it comes to
sourcing knowledge and expertise.
Having been involved with Surf Life Saving for
over 30 years now, Dave has one of the most
recognisable (not to mention most friendly) faces on
the beach. This is especially true on the IRB scene

Dave says it’s the people he gets to work alongside
who keep him motivated.

Dave is confident the IRB sector will continue to grow
and develop. He says the people involved are willing
to adapt to change as the sport develops.
“Most people coming up the IRB ranks are young; it’s

“The Surf Life Saving community is very special

a fresh faced crowd,” he says. “I don’t think change

because so many of the people are in it for life.

is an issue of concern in our arena because people

There’s a real sense of togetherness.”

in it aren’t set in their ways. The future is definitely
looking exciting for the sport though.”

where his enthusiasm for the rescue apparatus has

Instructing Lifeguards how to control and manoeuvre

earned him the title of ‘King of the petrol heads’.

IRBs is a particular area Dave draws a lot of

When asked how much longer he plans to help the

enjoyment from. “Once people master the art of

IRB scene grow, Dave’s answer is simple.

Dave gained his bronze medallion at Opunake SLSC
in 1974. Admitting it was the surf sports side which
enticed him into getting involved, Dave raced in one
of the Club’s canoe crews for a number of seasons.
Although he enjoyed paddling, when Opunake
purchased the Club’s first IRB in 1979, Dave says he
was hooked straight away.
“IRBs were pretty new on the scene around that
time. Only a few Clubs had one so we were pretty
fortunate,” he says.

IRB driving, they tend to quickly forget how testing
it was to learn,” he says. “Learning to drive an IRB
at 16-years-old is tough. It can be very intimidating
because they often operate in high impact

“I’ll be around until they give me the sack or they stop
telling me where the competitions are.”
Emma Darwin

environments and smacking into waves is hard
work!”
Amazingly enough, Dave’s commitment to youth
development branches out even further than surf life
saving. As well as being a dedicated rugby coach, he
is also responsible for helping run the Carlton Junior

Dave became involved with racing not long after.
He says IRB events were reasonably small initially,
with only 10 – 12 Clubs turning up to compete at
carnivals.

Rugby Club.
“Working with young people is great. I get a real
sense of fulfilment out of setting challenges and
watching them grow as a result.”

“The level of expertise was pretty minimal back then.
We learnt how to do things by going to events and
looking at what other Clubs were doing with their
boats. It was the only way.”
Fast forward to 2008 and New Zealand’s IRB sector
has developed in practically every way, shape and
form. It’s unlikely he would ever be forthcoming
with telling people himself, but Dave has been at
the forefront of building the framework which now
supports the country’s rapidly growing IRB scene.
In 2002 Dave exchanged his volunteer beanie for a
professional one when he began working for SLSNZ
to coordinate the country’s rescue assets. Although

Proving he can tune an engine and into his sensitive
side, Dave isn’t ashamed about crediting the success
of the work he’s done to his leading lady.
“I’m very lucky to have a wonderful and
understanding wife,” he says (and you can tell he
means it). “Because she isn’t a clubbie herself, it’s
been tricky at times. But she’s very supportive of
what I do and she cuts me enormous slack.”
With the number of Lifeguards wanting to get
involved with IRBs increasing each season, Dave
says it’s amazing how far New Zealand has come in
such a short time.

he now gets paid to work with IRBs, his passion for

“People are still surprised when they’re reminded of

them cannot be disguised. Dave still commits a huge

how young the institution of IRBs is in this country,”

portion of his personal time to instructing, examining

he explains. “It was only in the ‘80s when we really

and helping to facilitate competitions.

started getting going. New Zealand didn’t produce
the first edition of its BP IRB training manual until

1992

Last NZ Challenge is launched 5000kms, 26
days. Tologa Bay SLSC compete in their fisrt
national event - IRB Nationals Opotiki Club
wins BP Surf Rescue of the Year.

1993

Bethells Beach SLSP with the BP Surf Rescue
of the Year. World IRB Masters Champs held
at Mt Maunganui.

From left, Snowey
Mullin, Dave Hickey,
and Wendy Vanner
in their racing days.

1994

New Brighton SLSC with the BP Surf Rescue
of the Year. Four Year hull replacement prog
introduced to update fleet of varying ages. 82
hulls supplied over four year period.
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Engines
The partnership that Arancia and Surf Life Saving have had has
been remarkable and many say Arancia deserve significant credit for
developing a superb hull. But you need a good engine to drive it and the
choice and development of the IRB engines is again a testament to the
dedication of all the people involved with IRBs who worked to find the right
engine to use in surf rescue work.

The Yamaha 30HP.
A hybrid made for Surf
Life Saving.

One of the reasons Don Wright was concerned

What they developed was a combination of two

about the viability of the IRB in the early days was the

Yamaha engines and Yamaha even stopped their

engines were technically difficult to reinstate if they

production run once a year to build a batch of these

rolled over in the sea and were then often unreliable

special motors.

afterwards.

Initially there was some resistance to using the new

At the 1978 IRB assessments at Piha, it took 2 hours

engine due to brand loyalty in Clubs but cost and

to reinstate the engine after a roll over. Today that

reliability won out and by 1985 70% of all engines

process takes just ten minutes.

used were Yamahas.

New Zealand IRBs originally followed the Australian

Moller Marine were very supportive of Surf Life Saving

choice of engine - a top performing engine but

and IRBs, playing a key role in the early development

it could be unreliable. It was unlikely that normal

as they modified equipment such as prop guards and

clubbies (without great knowledge of engines) could

sending out to Clubs as a complete package.

cope with the technical aspects and the costs of
reinstating and repairing engines was high.

Today the Mercury engine is the engine of choice.
SLSNZ purchases these in standard form, then

A change in technology meant it became simpler

modifies these significantly for use within Surf

to reinstate an engine after getting submerged and

Life Saving. The end result is a reliable engine

reliability improved too.

supplied ‘ready to go’. SLSNZ also runs annual

An employee of Moller Marine, who had a bach at
Oakura beach in New Plymouth, had seen the IRBs
in action and believed Mollers had an engine that
would be more suitable. They spent a significant

engine maintenance workshops throughout the
country to support Clubs operations and improve
the understanding around basic maintenance and
engine care.

amount of time working with IRB enthusiasts to
develop a specific engine for New Zealand.
Yamaha’s Japanese manufacturers sent a technician
to New Zealand to film the IRB in use. From this
they gained a greater understanding of how the craft
was used and in a short space of time produced
an engine that was specifically for use in surf with
stronger torque lower in the rev range.

1995

Bay of Plenty Surf Lifeguards win
the BP Surf Rescue of the Year.

1996

Waimairi, Sth Brighton, Foxton, Opunake, Waimarama,
Pacific and Lyall Bay take deliverry of new hulls. Waihi
SLSC win the BP Surf Rescue of the Year.

1997

Fitzroy SLSC win the BP Surf
Rescue of the Year.
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The last great New Zealand challenge
Two IRBs, less than the length of your average

And they would have to pray that the same

car, 5,000 kms and 26 days sitting in a sodden

thing did not happen to the second boat.

wetsuit. It was one of those sea-faring moments
that become legendary.

Then a school of dolphins cut across their path,
ploughing back to where the crew had come

In November 1991, David (Daisy) Lean,

from. With nothing else in sight, they did what

then Mayor of New Plymouth and Chairman

frightened mariners have done since man first

of Surf Life Saving New Zealand, began

ventured out into the seas, they turned around

putting together the plans for a 5,000km

and followed the only hope they had.

circumnavigation of New Zealand. It had been
done before but not in a craft less than four
metres long.

Half an hour later they had their first glimpse of
land. Twelve hours after their dawn start from
Riversdale beach the two boats arrived at Lyall

The purpose was to raise funds for a new pool

Bay beach. The VIP welcome party had left 3 ½

in New Plymouth. Perhaps not a pure Surf

hours earlier, leaving a deeply worried support

Lifesaving cause but as a crew of lifeguards

crew behind, along with $426,000 worth of

using Surf Lifesaving equipment in the end it

cheques.

was all about Surf Lifesaving. Who else would
do such a trip to raise funds for a community
project?

But the boats’ crews didn’t have the energy
to think about the cheques when they finally
staggered ashore. They hardly had the energy

The target, $100,000 ($150,000 in today’s

to think at all. They were so numbed with

money) was beaten, firstly with a cheque for

fatigue and the cold, they could barely speak,

$400,000 waiting for them when they arrived at

they were just glad to be alive.

Lyall Bay and secondly by more than $155,000
donated during the epic journey.
Ten people crewed the two craft over the 26
days with a back-up ground crew providing
support via a kitted out Newmans bus,
including three Newmans’ drivers taking a
‘busman’s’ holiday and donating their time for
these mad Lifeguards.
There are many stories – more than a page in
Surf Rescue could do justice to. However, two
episodes in particular bear out the challenges.
The following is taken from an article by Chris
Lonsdale, Daily News, April 20 1992.

[….fast forward to Fiordland]
Driver Trevor Perrin will never forget the
towering nine metre waves that fought so hard
to gobble the teams’ two little boats south of
Puysegur Point. Nor will his crew, Lean or the
other boat’s crew of David Leuthart and Brian
Herlihy.
A few hours after setting out from Orepuki,
west of Invercargill, they were skating down
the flanks of mountains of water to power up
the other side and burst out into the icy gale.
Countless wave after wave they hung in the air
with not much more than the screaming motor

The two 3.8 m IRBs battling huge swells

gripping the top of a wave before the weight of

and near gale force winds off the Waiararapa

the fuel tank in the bow would beat the force of

coast were lost. The two crews had lost

the wind and the boat would crash back down

their compass as angry seas swept over the

the side of another ocean monster.

navigating craft. Thick total cloud cover became
the seas murderous accomplice to make a sun
fix impossible.

It was only after Eltham helicopter pilot Alan
Inlet helped them out of their survival suits and
woollen underwear and they had been warmed

Zealand’s coast or South America’s coast lay

with food and fire they learned how close they

ahead of the little inflatable’s bows as they

were to the irrational thinking that accompanies

crashed up and over armies of grey waves

hypothermia.

flipped, the best they could hope for is the
crew could scramble aboard the other boat. It
would be impossible to right the upturned craft.
Twelve thousand dollars worth of IRB, motor
and supplies would have to be abandoned.

1998

The crew:
David Lean, Sheryl Leuthart,
Damien Campbell, Murray
Chong, Phil Bridge, David
Wright, Kevin Hickey, Trevor
Perrin, Brian Herlihy and
David Leuthart.
The ground crew was
managed by David Emmett.
The accommodation cost
over the 29 days for 24
people was just $610 thanks
to Club hospitality being
available at nearly every
beach they landed at.

Beck, waiting at Kisbe Lodge, in Preservation

The crews did not know whether New

firing blinding, clawing spray. If one of the boats

Eltham helicoptor pilot Alan
Beck providing support at
remote Fiordland.

Beck told the men the chilling news, that after
removing them from the IRBs they had been
responding illogically to conversation and were
incapable of moving their arms or legs upon
command.

World Champs hosted in New Zealand - includes IRB racing, our craft, our rules. Engines were standardised with
the introduction of factory sealed engines as entry requirements to IRB championships. The 30hp Mercury engine
was intrioduced along side the existing Yamaha /Johnson / Evinrude. Within two years it accounted for 80% of new
engines. First NZ produced IRB training manual is released (previously used Australia’s)

1999

Mangawhai Heads wins BP Surf
Rescue of the Year.

2000

Gisborne hosts NZ BP Surf Rescue
Champs in new Millennium.
Kareakare SLSC wins BP Surf
Rescue of the Year.

18

St Clair Womens Crew
competing. Maree Kelly,
driver.

Chris Scott (left) and
Jaron Mumby.

2001

Piha Club wins Surf Rescue of the Year. SLSNZ takes five IRBs to Sth Africa as part of Tri Nations
challenge - Making sure all teams race our craft and introducing the NZ set up. Standardisation of
all engines and hulls for competition is introduced to create level playing field and manage cost/
reduce modifications. The rebrand of 146 IRB hulls with the new BP Helios is undertaken over a
three month period, in the height of summer.

2002

United Nth Piha win BP Surf Rescue
of the Year. SLSNZ introduces annual
regional engine maitenance courses to
improve club capability to perform core
maintenance.
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IRBs most highly skilled

Brand evolution

They are some of the country’s most skilled

“Unfortunately, Australia has destroyed the sport in

competitors in the IRB arena. Maree Kelly, Jaron

their country by allowing their IRB structure to be

Mumby and Chris Scott are all names which have

substantially influenced by health and safety issues.

become synonymous with IRB racing. As the sport

Because ILS rules have always been so heavily

continues to grow in New Zealand, we asked them

weighted in Australia’s direction, a number of other

to share their thoughts about the IRB scene going

countries have been led down the same path having

forward.

followed their example,” says Mumby.

Maree Kelly

“Since New Zealand went down the road of

After gaining her Surf Lifeguard Award in 1992 at

strength to strength in a competitive and fair racing

Oreti SLSC, Maree became involved with IRB racing

environment underpinned by realistic health and

in1994. Proving IRBs aren’t just big boys’ toys, she

safety guidelines.”

standardising equipment, we have grown from

has had an exceptionally successful competition
career in both New Zealand and Australia, winning a
string of national titles and sporting accolades.

Chris Scott
Chris gained his Surf Lifeguard Award in 1990 and

Although the number of women racing IRBs

began making his mark in IRB arenas around New

continues to increase, Maree says there are a

Zealand after qualifying as a driver in 1993. With a

number of challenges female competitors are still

number of premier national titles to his name, he

made to face.

and Jaron Mumby are arguably the country’s most
successful and well-known IRB crew.

“The biggest issue is that we are not usually as
strong or as big in stature as our male counterparts.

Confident the IRB sector will continue to grow, Chris

This can make elements of racing quite difficult for

believes the sport has a bright future.

us at times. It’s important for female competitors to
remember that it’s not all about strength and brawn
though. IRB racing is very much about teamwork

Looking back over the last 30 years the brands

“Currently the outlook for the IRB scene is good.
Numbers are strong and I think the direction that
SLSNZ has headed over the past five years as far

and timing. I think many female crews just need to

as equipment goes has been great for the racing

believe they can lift an IRB, they can drag a boat

carried on the IRBs have evolved.
The SURF RESCUE brand was carried on the Jet
Boats in the mid 1970’s identifying the craft that was

community in this country.”

not as unique or traditionally associated with Surf Life

my greatest motivator – wanting to be quicker and

“The scene will continue to operate because petrol

slowly became established on IRBs.

stronger than the boys.”

heads will always be petrol heads. As long as

quickly and they can beat the men! That was always

Saving. In the early 1980s the SURF RESCUE brand

SLSNZ is committed to supporting and funding IRB

Jaron Mumby

racing going forward, then it has the potential to be

Originally from Opunake SLSC, Jaron qualified as a

a strong, lasting sport. People will always turn up to

As the Eurpoa association strengthened, Europa
began being carried above SURF RESCUE on the
craft. The Europa brand and SURF RESCUE began

race as long as there are races to turn up to – that’s

to be carried together in a variety of forms.

the nature of competitive sport.”

In 1990, the green year, the Europa brand was

had one of the most victorious competition careers

“Why do you think Jaron and I continue to race

replaced and all IRBs were branded with the ‘BP

SLSNZ has ever seen.

after all these years? We do it to win and we do it

Lifeguard in 1991. Now a member of Fitzroy SLSC,
Jaron (alongside team member Chris Scott) has

Having been involved with IRB racing for 16 years
now, Jaron believes the international IRB scene has

shield’ on either side of the front pontoon and on the

because we enjoy it.”

back of each side pontoon.

Emma Darwin

From 1994 the letters BP were added in front of

the ability grow if other ILS sanctioned countries

‘Surf Rescue’, changing the white lettering to

adopt New Zealand’s framework.

yellow on green. The BP shield on either side of the
front pontoon was moved forward to the front most

“The New Zealand structure of IRB racing is a great

panels.

template that should be adopted by the rest of the
ILS sanctioned countries. IRB racing as it stands is

In 2001, the 143 IRBs throughout the country were

in trouble of becoming redundant as the international

rebranded with the new Helios replacing the ‘BP

scene is currently almost non-existent.”

shield’.

2003

Whangarei Heads wins BP Surf Rescue of
the Year. Australia suspends IRB racing just
prior to Tri Nations Champs - withdrawing
it’s Australia IRB team from the Tri Nations.

2004

Wainui SLSC wins BP Surf Rescue
of the Year. Second Edition of the
BP IRB Training Manual is produced.
		

2005

Taranaki Rescue Squad wins BP Surf
Rescue of the Year. 56 New 30hp
Mercury Engines supplied to Clubs
in a single year.			

2006

Auckland Regional Lifeguards wins
BP Surf Rescue of the Year. 84 crews
compete in the NZ BP Surf Rescue
Championships.
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a lot at stake
Charitable gaming, which refers to funds from gaming machines
donated to local communities, is a critical funding source for Surf
Life Saving. Last year Surf Life Saving received $2.82 million across
New Zealand through charity gaming donations. This is close to
20% of our income – that’s 20 cents in every dollar that comes from
charity gaming.
The average non profit organisation in New Zealand relies on
18% of their revenue from gaming machine funding so Surf
Life Saving is consistent with other groups.

The role of local Councils
The Gambling Act 2003 aims to facilitate community
involvement in decisions about gambling. The Act requires

Charitable gaming remains subject to continuous

each local authority to make decisions principally around how

amendments of gaming regulations which often make the

many machines they have in their area.

industry’s future look tenuous. For groups like Surf Life
Saving, this represents a significant risk.
A changing landscape
Charitable gaming trusts operate gaming machines solely
for the purpose of raising money for distribution to the
community and all profits from gaming machines be returned
to the community where the funds are raised.
The number of applications dealt with by the gaming industry
each year is significant. Pub Charity considered 6,500
in the last year so if we multiply that out, at least 25,000
applications from community groups are received by charity
gaming operators each year.
Increased regulatory and compliance pressures have already
seen gaming machines decline nationally by over 5,000 since
2003. The available funding pool has dropped significantly
as a result, meaning a reduction in the grant funding being
returned to community causes.

Most local authorities reviewed their gambling venue policy
for the first time in 2007 and Councils are required to do so
every three years. Of those who have reviewed recently half
of have maintained a status quo position, one third have
reduced the number of machines and only 15% have opted
to increase the number of machines.
Some councils around the country have moved to implement
a sinking lid policy. This means that if an existing venue
closes, it will not be replaced with a new license elsewhere,
resulting in a continuing decrease of venue numbers. If your
Club is in an area where the machine numbers were reduced
or are reducing, there will be a direct flow on to your Club,
with reduced income available.
Reducing machine numbers has been considered by some
councils as a ‘harm minimisation’ measure against problem
gambling. The risk here is strategies are already in place to
support problem gambling so councils pursuing this path create
potential conflict when assessing which strategies are working.
The impact of less machines is of course fewer donations.
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The larger trusts
include Pub;
Charity, Southern
Trust, NZCT, Lion
Foundation, Perry
Foundation,
Pelorus Trust and
Trillian Trust.
For a full list of
charity gaming
operators in your
area go to
www.dia.govt.nz
Not an even playing ground

What your club can do:

The two other primary gambling industries in New Zealand
pressures.

1. Have your say in your local
Council’s decision

In August the Government announced a boost from

Charitable gaming is Surf Life Saving’s single largest income

do not face the same regulatory pressures – or social

taxpayer funds of over $2m to support horse racing prize
pools to make the events more attractive to gamblers. The
racing industry is a professional sport that is allowed to be
funded from gaming machines and the racing industry is
also allowed to use proceeds from gaming machines as
prize money.

source and it’s also the one most at risk. Be aware of when
your council will review its Gambling Venue Policy and take
time to make a submission. A letter to support your position
is important, but this is strengthened if you can also speak
briefly at the hearing in favour of the funding that enables you
to make a difference in your community.

lesser return is because the Lotteries Commission spends

2. Let your council know about
your funding successes – as they
happen

a large portion of its income in advertising and promotion of

Acknowledging the donations you receive via logos is part

Just 20% of Lotto income is returned to the community as
grants through a centralized distribution model against the
37.12% minimum required of gaming operators. In part this

gambling.

of the story, but a logo alone can’t tell the real story. Let

Pressure to make the Charity Gaming industry as efficient as

your local councillor know each time your club receives a

possible is not consistent with government approaches to

charitable gaming grant, what it funded and how it’s helping

other gambling activity.

your club to make a difference.

Political Objectives?
As we approach a general election, of all the major parties

3. Share your local success
stories with local media

only the NZ Green Party has a clear policy position on its

The opponents of gaming are often reported in the media

website at time of print.

but too infrequently do we see positive stories about the

The Green Party:

recipients of grants and the good work that funding enables.

Work towards getting rid of all pub non-casino gaming
machines, in the first instance by giving councils the power,
in full consultation with local residents, to eliminate pub
based pokies from their district altogether, and ultimately by

Make the effort to share your story with your local paper.

4. Share funding news with your
members

legislation to abolish pub pokies.

Let your members know in your newsletter when your Club

http://www.greens.org.nz/policy/gambling

has received funding from charitable gaming trusts.
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‘08 events calendar
Oct - Dec

SLSNZ Swim
Championships

NZ Surf Boat
Series, Round 1

North Island BP Surf
Rescue Championships

Wellington Regional Aquatic Centre
3 - 5 October

Titahi Bay and Oriental Bay, Wellington
29 - 30 November

Waipu Cove, Northland
6 December

Northern Regional
Championships

Lion Foundation
Surf League

Mt Maunganui
24 - 25 January

Main Beach, Mount Maunganui
7 - 8 February

‘09
Jan - Feb

NZ Surf Boat Series
Round 2: Whangamata 2 Jan
Round 3: Piha 31 Jan
Round 4: Waihi Beach 7-8 Feb

NZ C OMMUNITY T RUST

Feb - Mar

Central Regional
Championships

New Zealand Under 14
Ocean Athletes

South Island BP Surf
Rescue Championships

Otaki
14 - 15 February

Main Beach, Mount Maunganui
27 - 29 March

Dunedin
7 March

NZCT Surf Life Saving
Championships

New Zealand BP Surf
Rescue Championships

NZCT Surf Life Saving
Patrol Championships

Midway Beach, Gisborne
12 - 15 March

Oakura Beach, New Plymouth
28 - 29 March

Whangamata

Mar - Apr

NZ C OMMUNITY T RUST

4 April

NZ C OMMUNITY T RUST

Dec 5th
Lock it in!
Summer holidays,
the beach, Surf Life
Saving, the casual
work place Friday....
and the common
element? The Jandal!
Get you work place or school to register
now! www.nationaljandalday.co.nz
To find out more details for your Club
contact your District office or
nigel.cox@surflifesaving.org.nz

Win
yourself
a Nipper
Board!

Bennett 6’6 SoftPro Nipper Board 2008
Bennett Surfboards is proud to introduce a new improved
version of the soft Nipper boards for the 2008 season.
The SoftPro Nipper Boards are ideally suited to the beginner
to intermediate nipper paddler. The boards are all one
colour EVA foam deck and rail with white slick bottom. The
EVA water barrier skin has excellent scratch and abrasion
resistance, zero water absorption, added UV inhibitor and
antioxidant to help maintain the colour and life expectancy of
the skin.Available colours as per pictures.

To win-

To win one of these boards email you name, contact number
and address to info@surfproducts.co.nz. Put your Club
name in the subject line.
Prize will be drawn on 14th November so enter now!!
To purchase some of these boards for the upcoming season
contact Surf Products NZ on info@surfproducts.co.nz
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out’n’about - 40 years of IRB
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Celebrating
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ordinary new zealanders doing
extra-ordinary things
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worlds
Australia’s surf
prowess proved too
much for the New
Zealand team who
had to settle for
second again at the
World Lifesaving
Championships in
Germany in July.

Led by Ironman star Shannon Eckstein Australia
cleared out to win by 49 points. Australia won eight
of the 10 events on the final day, recording one of the
highest totals in world championship history with 886
points.
“You’ve got to hand it to Australia – their team did
a lot better than they ever have in the past,” New
Zealand captain Glenn Anderson said. “We stepped
up a couple of levels but so did they – there was a
quite a clear gap back to the rest of the world and

Julia’s medley triumph was her first gold medal in two
world championship campaigns and capped a hectic
three days in the pool.
Afterwards she said “I’m very tired after three big days
but also feeling pretty fantastic. It was a great day for
all of us and it was nice to get an individual gold at
last and prove to all the other teams that we could
actually do it, rather than just be relay specialists!”

we’ve just got to close that gap on Australia now.”

Ben Willis

There were high hopes New Zealand could arrest

Double World Champion

the run of three consecutive runner-up finishes to
Australia when they held a 56-point lead coming out
of the three-day pool rescue competition.
But Australia’s beach stars, nurtured on a diet of
weekly professional competition during the Kellogg’s
Nutri-grain summer series, proved too battlehardened to displace.

Ben Willis showed an impeccable sense of timing in
creating history, becoming the first New Zealander to
win both world championship beach sprint and flags
titles.
The 21-year-old Paekakariki-raised flyer won his
specialist sprint on the first day of the beach events,
then approaching midnight under lights on the

“We did the job in the pool but Aussie came out firing

Baltic Sea resort of Warnemuende, held off veteran

on the beach,” Glenn lamented. “We did everything

Japanese sprinter Masato Ueki to win the flags.

we could but we just couldn’t hold them off. Luck
didn’t go our way at times which is crucial when
you’re taking on a team like Australia.”

“I always knew if I won the sprint, I’d win the flags,” a
jubilant Willis said. “Everything worked out well with
the timing and I got so much confidence and belief

Retiring Australian captain Kristy Munroe, who

off the sprint. I was just running on a cloud for most

collected three gold medals on the final day, admitted

of the day.”

their trans-Tasman rivals had caused huge concern
heading into the beach.
“To be more than 56 points behind after the pool
champs and then come out and pull ourselves into
the lead is so exciting,” Kristy said.
“We really felt the pressure when the finals came
around, because there are so many little things that
can go wrong. This has been one of the toughest
world championships I’ve been involved in but our
guys really took on the challenge.”
A: Ben Willis B: Julia
Toomey just after
winning Gold in 100m
Rescue Medley C: World
record holders, from left
Michael Buck, Steven
Kent, Glenn Anderson,
Andy McMillan.

their bronze medal finish in the 4 x 25m manikin carry.

Julia Toomey
A girl on top of the world
Sumner’s Julia Toomey captured the 100m rescue
medley title in a thrilling finish from Italy’s Erica
Buratto, winning by just 0.1secs in 1:16.24. She also
anchored the New Zealand women’s relay team in

World Record &
World Champions
On the first day of the championships New Zealand
opened up a healthy lead after a world record start to
the pool competition.
Team captain Glenn Anderson anchored the men’s
4 x 50m obstacle relay team to victory in the final,
shattering their own world mark set last year by
1.4secs.
Glenn, Michael Buck, Andy McMillan and Steven
Kent finished in 1:39.55, nearly 2secs in front of Italy’s
1:41.42, with Australia third in 1:41.77.
Glenn, Michael and Steven helped set the previous
mark of 1:40.95 at the German Cup meet late last
year but the skipper said this was far more satisfying.
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worlds ‘08 cont.
Gold Medals
4 x 50m obstacle relay (mens)100m rescue medley (Toomey, J)

Final Points
Place Team

Points

1

Australia

889

2

New Zealand

837

3

Italy

526

4

Germany

490

5

South Africa

473

Male Beach Sprint (Willis)
Male Beach Flags (Willis)
Female Board Race (Cox)
Silver Medals
200m obstacle swim (McMillan)
50m manikin carry (Toomey, G)
Super Life saver (Anderson)
4 x 50m medley relay (Mens)
100m rescue medley (McMillan)

“The team was hopeful of a world record but the

4 x 25m Manikin Carry (mens)

gold medal was the priority and we knew if we did

4 x 25m Manikin Carry (womens)

things right we would go close to both,” Glenn said.

SERC (Toomey, J, McMillian, Kent, Buck)

“All the guys really stepped up - it was one of the

Female Board Rescue (Dunlop-Barrett, Maples)

highlights of my career when we first broke it last

Male Board Rescue (Buck, Morrison)

year but to do it at a world championship is just so

Female Beach Relay (Cox, Maples, J Toomey, Dunlop-Barrett)

much better.”

Female Tube Rescue (J Toomey, G Toomey, Dunlop-Barrett, O’Connor)

Bitter-sweet

Female Taplin Relay (J Toomey, Cox, Maples, Dunlop-Barrett)

Westshore’s Nikki Cox provided the highlight on the

Bronze Medals

final day of competition, winning the gold medal in
the women’s board race.

4 x 50m obstacle relay (womens)
200m obstacle swim (Dunlop-Barrett)

2006 Ski Race World Champion, Nikki was out to

50m manikin carry (Toomey, J)

prove a point in the Board Race having narrowly

100m manikin carry w. fins (Toomey, J)

missed gold the day before in the ski.

100m rescue medley (Anderson)

“It was definitely a bitter-sweet day,” Cox said. “I

Oceanman/Ironman (Anderson)

was pretty disappointed with my ski race yesterday,

Male Ski Race (Morrison)

which I was leading at one stage before getting a

Female Ski Race (Cox)

bad run in and ending up third, so I had a point to

Female Beach Spint (Maples)

prove in the board.

Female Board Race (Maples)

Different boat, good result

Male Tube Rescue (Anderson, Kent, Morrison, McMillan)

The Mairangi Bay IRB (inflatable rescue boat) crew
picked up two gold medals and a silver at the world
lifesaving interclub championships.
The Auckland club team, with Danny Morrison
driving and Cameron Alison crewing, dominated
the three events, winning the mass and tube rescue
finals and taking the silver in the single rescue.
“We raced in tricky conditions in a very different boat
to what we are used to in New Zealand,” Morrison said.
“Our cautious approach helped. The team that
made the least mistakes won each race and we
worked together really well for our success.”

Male Taplin Relay (Anderson, Kent, Morrison, Buck)
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scott’s southern small talk:

Living in the deep south
With the winter starting to show signs of
slowing up it is exciting looking towards
the very fast approaching summer. It is
always a picturesque view seeing snow lie
on the beach up to the water line, this is
just something you grow to expect in the
beautiful south, to think that the North of the
South Island and the North Island miss out I
am saddened.
All too often we hear “you poor Southerners
it must be so cold” but that’s what you grow
up with so for us it’s fine, on the other hand
living in Dunedin where else would you
dream of living when in the winter you have
access to some of the best ski fields within
only two hours drive but you can still enjoy
the view of our beautiful rugaried coastline,
and then in the summer months enjoying
the best swimming and surf beaches in New
Zealand, with direct access to some fantastic
fishing and diving as well as only being two

hours away from “perfect paradise” (closer if
you are a member of the Oreti SLSC) which
is Stewart Island, I am adamant that they
need a full time Surf Lifeguard at Halfmoon
Bay (the main beach of Stewart Island), this
might have to be a project that I continue to
lobby for.

the culture and if you refused this was not
taken well, you would not be invited back so
what was a guy to do. And then if you are
into hunting well there are some of the best
spots in New Zealand if not the world, but I
guess there is only value in this if you enjoy
fresh wild game venison or wild pork.

If you have never been down south (and
arriving the day before and leaving the day
after the Nationals does not count) then
you do not know what you are missing,
the scenery, the people and the range of
activities at your fingertips. We are the
friendliest people around and from personal
experience the further south you travel
the more friendly the locals get, I had the
privilege a couple of years ago to work all
around Southland for 18 months, this was a
magic time. To be invited to someone’s home
for tea and be given a mutton-bird, crayfish
or paua when you leave was just a part of

It would be fair to say the likelihood to star
on “Piha Rescue” when you live down here
is minimal; you are probably more likely to be
interviewed by the Country Calendar Show.
So I challenge those of you reading
this, if you have not been down south,
go ahead take the plunge chances are,
accommodation at Surf Clubs would be of a
reasonable price.
Looking forward to seeing you down this
way soon, Scott Weatherall

A clear day at
South Brighton
beach provides a
stunning backdrop
for photographers at
the Southern Ocean
Athletes events.
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event safety
Last year
SLSNZ released
recommended
minimum guidelines
for open water
swimming safety.
The reasons for
introducing this
guideline were
three-fold

1. The ever increasing demand on the services of our

2. Application / Event Safety Template sent to the

members (individuals, clubs and Districts) to provide

Event Organizer to complete and signed off with

water safety/lifeguards at events

eventsafety@surflifesaving.org.nz

2. The need to establish a national standard for event

This will ensure paperwork and the application of the

safety at open water events – none previously

recommended minimum guidelines for open water

existed in NZ

swimming safety is completed correctly while minimising

3. A drowning that happened in an event in November
2005 that had water safety services provided by one
of our Clubs and its members

the paperwork required at a District/Club level.
3. Event Safety Agreement (and Schedules) forwarded
onto a swim safety coordinator

This season SLSNZ has increased its investment in

Swim safety coordinator to organize required

water event safety and full details can be viewed at

lifeguarding resources for the event and ensure that the

www.surflifesaving.org.nz/eventsafety

deliver of the service is in line with the completed event

Overview of the process implemented by SLSNZ to

safety plan.

effectively manage the delivery of event safety:

If members go down the path of providing water safety

1. All event safety enquiries forwarded to eventsafety@

services to other organisations/promoters without

surflifesaving.org.nz
Allowing consistency in the implementation of the event
safety paperwork with the event organiser and sharing
of Surf Life Saving Resources.

following the Surf Life Saving event safety process then
those members should not expect to have the support
of SLSNZ if an incident and investigation follow.

“Swim your way
to better health”
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enter at oceanswim.co.nz
750m or 2.8km + New 200m OceanKids

silicon swimcap &

goggles* with your entry
* limited to one pair of goggles per person per season

Complimentary Entry Fee!
To be part of the Swim for Charity Team simply reach the fundraising target for
Surf Life Saving New Zealand and earn a complimentary entry to take part in your
choice of Sovereign New Zealand Ocean Swim Events’. If you are going to get your
togs on, make it count.
Go to www.swimforcharity.co.nz register and we’ll be in touch with a charity
swimmer pack or fill in your details below and post to
Charity Swimmer, PO Box 331057, Takapuna, North Shore City 0740

Name:
Email:
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2008 NZLGB
Lifeguard of the Year
Debbie Phillips-Morgan,
Trust Waikato Raglan Surf
LIfe Saving Club

At the 2007 Northern Region Awards of
Excellence for Surf Life Saving, Debbie
made a vow to herself: “To give Raglan
a boost and to ensure that we are at the
top, competing equally with the bigger
Clubs in the Auckland area”

As an active Lifeguard, in the 2007/08 season Debbie completed over 162 hours

One year later, we award Debbie the NZLGB Lifeguard of the Year.

in enhancing the development of junior Lifeguards.

An invaluable member of the Raglan Surf Life Saving Club, Debbie Phillips-

Debbie’s inspiration? “The people who are involved with Surf Life Saving are

Morgan played an integral role in ensuring the successful and safe operation

awesome…. To be able to put yourself on the line each time you go out into the

of Lifeguarding services at one of New Zealand’s busiest and most dangerous

water even though you don’t know a single person who you may be rescuing

beaches.

always gets the adrenaline run on a high. The support, encouragement and the

As the Club Captain at Trust Waikato Raglan Surf Life Saving Club, Debbie has
proved an effective operational manager, ensuring objectives were met and high
standards maintained. With a team of only 22 Lifeguards, a heavy workload was
placed on Debbie and the small team of Senior Lifeguards at the Club. With such a

of patrol at Raglan Beach. This equates to being on patrol for a full day every
weekend for the entire patrol season. She also found time to train and qualify nine
new Surf Lifeguards, instigate Club-based pool swimming training and gain her
SLGA Instructors Certificate.
An outstanding ambassador for her Club, Debbie has also been active within the
wider Surf Life Saving environment, attending all ten District Club Captain forums
throughout the year and administering the District support plan for Raglan Club.
This proved highly successful not only for the patrolling needs of the Club, but also

ability to be a Whanau is what keeps Raglan close to my heart.
In all areas, Debbie has bought a level of commitment and professionalism that
has had a major positive influence on other Raglan members and on how they
present themselves to the public.

small team, consistent quality communication and administration were required to

Under Debbie’s direction, Raglan achieved second place in the 2007/08 SLSNR

ensure operational standards were met each weekend.

Best Patrolled Beach Competition.
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2008 BP Surf Rescue of the Year
Nathan Smith and Liam O’Toole
Papamoa SLSC
Nathan was surfing on his malibu board in rough two
metre surf when a member of the public began waving
from the beach to get his attention. A group of swimmers
further down the beach were caught in a rip.
Nathan paddled out to three girls and informed them he
was a lifeguard and was there to help them get back to
shore. He assisted them back to the beach and once
safely back on the beach he discovered there were two
more girls further out in the rip.
Nathan used the rip to head through the surf and
spotted one female who was in severe difficulty. The
girl was exhausted, spluttering and beginning to lose
consciousness. Nathan managed to help her onto his
board and the two returned to the beach. By the time
Nathan and the girl returned to shore the Police had
arrived and were able to assist with the support of those
rescued.
Aware there was still another girl unaccounted for
Nathan went out for the third time to search for the last
swimmer. As he searched in vain for the girl, he went
out beyond the break. The rough seas made it difficult
for him to search, however, after nearly five minutes
had passed he spotted her face down. As he paddled
closer she disappeared under the water and he lost sight
of her. After two waves passed over the area he again
caught sight of her, this time able to grab her arm as she
disappeared again. Though she was unconscious Nathan
was able to position her on his board so he could paddle
to shore.
Back at the beach, with the Police now able to look after
those rescued, and despite having battled the surf for
some time Nathan ran to the Surf Club for oxygen, First
Aid equipment and any fellow Club members. Finding
Liam the pair returned to the scene with the Club’s
quad bike and equipment to support the girls until the
ambulance arrived.
The five girls survived.
The actions of these Papamoa Surf Lifeguards
demonstrate the values and commitment of all Surf
Lifeguards in New Zealand.

Liam O’Toole on left,
Nathan Smith on right
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In it For Life Awards
DHL Volunteer of the Year

Service Awards

Neale Ames – Otaki Surf Life Saving Club

Martin Robinson – Lyall Bay Surf Life Saving Club

Neale Ames was made a Life Member of SLSNZ in 1997. His commitment

Lee Yates – Titahi Bay Surf Life Saving Club

continues and awarding Neale Ames the DHL Volunteer of the Year
recognises the contribution Neale made to Surf Life Saving at his Club, in his

Sheryl McLay - Lyall Bay Surf Life Saving Club

District and wider.

Graham Goldsworthy – Fitzroy Surf Life Saving Club

In the 2007 / 2008 season Neale

Boyd Harris – Fitzroy Surf Life Saving Club

• Was Club Chairman, Treasurer and President of Otaki SLSC

John Williams – Opunake Surf Life Saving Club

• Was Chairman of SLS Western Districts

Paddy Walsh – Opunake Surf Life Saving Club

• Lead the District Board restructure
• Raised over $100,000 for his own Club
• Officiated at all levels in Surf events

Paul Carlyon – Otaki Surf Life Saving Club
Julie Laurenson - Otaki Surf Life Saving Club
Edwin Richards – Red Beach Surf Life Saving Club

DHL Surf Official of the Year

Jonathon Webber – Piha Surf Life Saving Club

Brian Velvin – Fitzroy Surf Life Saving Club

Allan Seager – Piha Surf Life Saving Club

Brian Velvin has a long history of officiating at all levels in Surf Life Saving. The

Allan Franich – Orewa Surf Life Saving Club

2007/08 year has been no different and Brian has held numerous positions at
District, National and International level.

Mark McCarthny – Orewa Surf Life Saving Club

• Brian was involved across all levels

Wayne Franich – Orewa Surf Life Saving Club

• 7 Taranaki events, CRC’s, NZ Swim Championships, Referee at the NZ
Championships

Larry Rountree – Piha Surf Life Saving Club

• SLSNZ Surf Officials Advisory Committee and the SLSNZ Event
Management Committee. International Jury of Appeal for the International
Surf Rescue Challenge and Rescue 2008 in Germany

DHL Coach of the Year
Walter Maxwell - Lyall Bay Surf Life Saving Club

Michelle Newton – Red Beach Surf Life Saving Club
Deborah Handford – Orewa Surf Life Saving Club
Fred Toone – Omanu Surf Life Saving Club
Kelvin Williams – St Clair Surf Life Saving Club

Walter Maxwell has been responsible for coaching at all levels and in all

Distinguished Service Awards

disciplines – from junior surf, through age group levels to open and master

Brian Wilson, Midway Surf Life Saving Club

competitors, boats and canoes. In total, he has trained over 140 members.
• 1st Club - NZ Surf Life Saving Pool Champs
• 4th Club – Ocean Athletes
• 2nd Club – NZ Masters
• 6th Club – NZ Surf Life Saving Championships
• 1st Club – SLSW Whitehorse Trophy

DHL Instructor of the Year

An active lifeguard for forty years Brian Wilson has held numerous positions of
responsibility within his Club, District and national level. A triple New Zealand
representative himself Brian has dedicated in excess of thirty years to coaching
up and coming members. Making a true progression through roles, Brian was
a New Zealand selector for five years and NZ Championships Event Referee for
four. Brian found time to also serve on the Surf Life Saving Gisborne board for
eight years including five as Chairman.

Allan Mundy - Surf Life Saving Bay of Plenty

Grant Morrison – Mairangi Bay Surf Life Saving Club

Allan Mundy has been heavily involved in Surf Life Saving for many years but

Grant Morrison is a name very often seen next to press releases and Surf Life

2007/08 has been a year of outstanding contribution from him. He was:

Saving stories in the media. For thirty five years Grant has been supplying

• SLSBOP Chief Examiner

New Zealand’s media with details about Surf Life Saving sport events. Grant

• Senior Lifeguard Instructor

has held numerous Club and District positions including a seven year tenure

• SLSBOP Patrol Inspector

as Mairangi Bay SLSC President and eight years on the SLSNR Surf Sports

• Instructed 18 Rookie Guards and

Advisory Committee.

• Presided over 5 District examinations and processing of 186 Surf
Lifeguard candidates.

David Price – North Beach Surf Life Saving Club

DHL High Performance of the Year
Steven Kent, Glenn Anderson, Callum Joll & Michael Buck
At the German cup the New Zealand team set a new world record in the
4 x 50m Obstacle Relay in a time of 1:40.95. This was New Zealand’s first
world record since 1998.

David Price or ‘Pricey’ as he is known by friends and club mates has been
a key fixture at Surf Life Saving events for many years. From 1966 Pricey
has officiated at National Events including four years as New Zealand
Championships Event Referee and eight years as an Arena Referee. Pricey has
officiated on numerous occasions at international events including the 2003
Tri-Nations.
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The DHL Awards recognise contribution and excellence over the 12 month period.
a

b

c

d

Life Member Awards
Alan Thompson
Surf Life Saving Waikanae, Gisborne

Denis Cooksley
Mairangi Bay Surf Life Saving Club

Alan Thompson (Hose to his friends) is the epitome of the term ‘All

Denis joined Otaki SLSC in the summer of 1963 – 45 years later

rounder’. Alan an active Lifeguard and competitor for in excess

Denis is awarded a SLSNZ Life Membership. Denis served twenty

of twenty years has also spent twenty seven years coaching at

eight years as an active Surf Lifeguard and twenty seven as a

his Waikanae club. Alan tried his hand as a Club Captain, Chief

competitor. In total Denis spent thirty five years as a Club coach with

Instructor and Gear Steward, in total serving on the committee for

Otaki SLSC, Levin Waitarere SLSC and finally Mairangi Bay SLSC.

thirty three years.

Denis was the SLSNR Director of Surf Sports for seven years

Alan served on the District management committee of Surf Life

between 1994 and 2000. He has amassed 33 years as a District

Saving Gisborne for twelve years and as a district board member for
eight. He represented Gisborne for twelve years from 1978-1989.

Surf Official between SLSWD and SLSNR, including four years as
SLSNR’s Chief Judge.

Alan has also completed eighteen years as a District Surf Official

Internationally Denis has officiated at Rescue 2004, Rescue 2006

including ten as the event referee.

and very recently at Rescue 2008. Denis was awarded a SLSNR Life

Nationally Alan served as a New Zealand selector for six years,
New Zealand Championships Organising Committee for three and
the New Zealand Coaching Advisory Panel for four years. Alan
represented Surf Life Saving New Zealand three times in 1982,
1985 and 1987. Alan Thompson three time Olympian and two time
Olympic gold medalist has been recognized by SLSNZ with a Life
Membership.

Membership in 2007 and a Mairangi Bay Life Membership in 2000.

A: Kelvin Williams
and Murray Wison
from Otago proud
winners of the London
and Gudsell Trophies
B: Phil Corcoran
DHL and Neale Ames
Volunteer of the year
C: Denis Cooksley
receives his Life
Membership from Jim
Campbell President
of Surf Life Saving
New Zealand D: Phil
Corcoran DHL and
Allan Mundy
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The member education framework
DEVELOPMENT OF
THE SURF LIFE SAVING
MEMBER EDUCATION
FRAMEWORK

PRINCIPLES OF
THE NATIONAL
QUALIFICATIONS
FRAMEWORK

LIFEGUARD
EDUCATION

The Surf Life Saving Member Education Framework

During the initial meetings the framework was

Education to be delivered at each stage is as follows:

(MEF) was developed in September 2007 through

developed with a set of common principles in mind.

consultation with Dangerous Minds, an independent

These principles are:

education contractor. During the process allowances

• The training should be designed around the

were made for the following:

roles that specific members have within the

• a common philosophy for training and education

organisation

to be developed
• a member/role-centric framework that
communicates clear training needs
• consideration to be given to external training and
assessment trends
• consolidation of existing training and assessment
content and practices
• further training and assessment needs to be
identified and met

• Operational roles such as lifeguards, officials

There is a three year plan to roll out Lifeguard
education contained in the MEF over three waves.
The first wave begins during the 2008/2009 season.

2008/2009: Surf Lifeguard Award, instructor and
examiner training
2009/2010: IRB crew and Drivers Awards, Patrol
Captains Award (final two are Senior Lifeguard
Awards)

and coaches will be considered in the first

2010/2011: National Lifeguard School (Advanced

instance, rather than support roles such as club

Lifeguard Award)

administration

Changes made to the old Surf Lifeguard award will

• Generic skills, such as communication and

occur this season this includes new instructional

leadership that apply across educational areas

resources (lesson plans, candidate workbooks etc),

should be considered

and adapted training for instructors and examiners/

• Members should only complete training in an
area once
• Where NZQA unit standards exist and it is
practical, training and assessment should
compliment these
Eventually all roles within Surf Life Saving from
Lifeguard to coach to a chairperson on LAC will have
a set of identified skills and knowledge that will be on
the MEF. The skills and knowledge will then be used
as the backbone of education for each role.

assessors. We are aiming for a release date for the
manual for the early part of the season. Below is a list
of all the material to be rolled out and training to be
delivered:
• New Manual and workbook - early 2008/2009
season
• Updated Instructional & examination material early 2008/2009 season
• Educating instructors and examiners in regard
to the new changes, via Districts - early
2008/2009 season
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In regard to the Surf Lifeguard Award there is not

an organisation and recruitment tool to inform

a huge amount of change form the old material,

new junior surf parents about their club and the

notable omissions are education for knots and IRB’s

programs offered.

(IRB education will now be separate to the Surf
Lifeguard Award). The largest area of change is a
much needed overhaul of the instructional material,
where all instructors will have access to instructional
material e.g. lesson plans and presentations.

SLSNZ will also be realising a new online learning
opportunity for coaches and we strongly recommend
all coaches to complete the learning module. The
module will be called Safety Net and is for coaches
of all athletes of all ages and abilities to raise their

SPORT
EDUCATION

awareness of ethical coaching decisions for athletes

Coaching

accredited Coach Development Facilitators to ensure

The key emphasis within the SLSNZ Coach
Strategy is Coach Education and the SLSNZ Coach

and their own personal safety.
SLSNZ has and will continue to develop a group of
delivery of a high standard of the new coaching
modules and awards.

Development is rapidly gaining momentum. The

It is a very exciting time in Coach Development so

new SLSNZ Coach Development Framework (coach

please watch for the opportunities that are being

pathway) will be released to districts in October with

offered though your districts this season and over

the first to coach development opportunities rolled

the next 2 years as the final 2 phases of the Coach

out to the membership this season.

Development Framework are rolled out.

a. Introduction to Surf Coaching – Targeting coaches

Surf Officials

of beginner SLS athletes. Empowers parents and
adults to embark on coaching SLS and raises
their awareness of athlete needs, skills and the
environment while focusing on enjoyment.
b. Developing Surf Coach – Targeting coaches of

Similar to the work that is being done in Coaching
there has also been a lot of work going on behind the
scenes with the Surf Official Education Framework.
At the beginning of last season we launched the

Athletes of all ages and abilities that are starting to

new and improved Surf Official Level One course,

develop fundamental SLS skills

this was well received with more than 80 news

On top of the two SLSNZ formal learning
opportunities there is a Club Induction Presentation
available for clubs to tailor to their needs as

officials attending courses. This season will see a
new and improved Surf Official Level two course
piloted followed next season by a Level Three

education opportunity.
The Surf Official Level One course has been
developed to provide new officials with the basic
skills (Observe, record and report) required to officiate
We are working hard to ensure we have aligned
processes in place between Coaching and
Officiating so we will also be ensuring a group of
accredited Official Development Facilitators to
ensure delivery is consistent.

Two great kiwi summer icons – partner up
We’re delighted to confirm, Coca-Cola Christmas in the Park is
teaming up with Surf Life Saving New Zealand to ensure Kiwis
have the best summer ever. As the official charity of Coca-Cola
Christmas in the Park, we are now part of the world’s largest free
annual event. Millions of people have experienced this great event
over the past 14 years, either at the park or via television.

Coca-Cola Christmas in the Park
At the beach, by the river, in the water – either way it’s great

is backed by a two hour TV highlights package, repeated

to know that our Surf Life Savers are there. And thanks to

again on Christmas Eve. The build up includes on line

Coca-Cola Christmas in the Park we will have even more

competitions, on pack promotions and a txt campaign

support for our service.

supporting Surf Life Saving.

As the official charity partner of Coca-Cola Christmas in the

For Surf Life Saving it’s a wonderful opportunity to partner with

Park we benefit from the funds raised at each concert.

such a high profile event leading into New Zealand’s summer

Last summer more than 300,000 people attended the
concerts held in Christchurch and Auckland. It’s a showcase
with up to 300 performers chosen from 150 auditions and

holidays and to help ensure we are top of mind in the summer
season. Coming off the back of Piha Rescue and Dancing with
the Stars it will also be another top rating TV show featuring
Surf Life Saving.

Hagley Park 29th November & Auckland Domain 13th December
A highlights programme will be televised on TV 3, Dec 14th
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Surf Life Saving benefit from the Warehouse generosity
Through The Warehouse’s
generous support, Surf
Life Saving New Zealand
was the recipient of over
$430,000 raised through
The Warehouse’s annual
Suppliers Awards and Charity Dinner
on the 8th August 2008.
“It was a pretty special night for Surf
Life Saving, the recognition of the
role we play in the community by the
970 guests was fantastic, and a good
moral boost for our members. Over

the last two years The Warehouse has
contributed over $1,000,000 to Surf Life
Saving in New Zealand,” reported
SLSNZ CEO Geoff Barry.
The Warehouse has been a supporter
of SLSNZ for a number of years and
this is the forth time since 2000 SLSNZ
has been the recipient of its awards
event. The Warehouse also provides the
opportunity for SLSNZ to run a Scratch
and Win prize competition through its
stores in February.

As Tony Roddan, SLSNZ Board Member
accepted the cheque he commented
that ‘It was very humbling to see the
support in the room for the work our
Surf Lifeguards do.’
Mark Hadlow interviewing
Cory Hutchings about
Gisborne tog styles.

groundswell
Preventing drowning and injury in New Zealand.

What is Project
Groundswell
about?
Project Groundswell is simply about
guaranteeing the future of Surf Life Saving.
Critical to this is our People…and that
means you.
Our aim is to make changes to Surf Life
Saving that will directly benefit you.
To do this we will look closely at…
The structure of the organisation
	Being more efficient at what we
currently do
Removing duplication
Creating a team culture
We want you to…
Have more fun
Have more time
	Have the right tools/equipment for the
job
	Receive quality training, support and
development
Shuffle less paper
Feel proud to be part of ONE big team
Be ‘in it for life’
What have we done so far?
Project Groundswell began in November
2007.
We have been busy collecting information
that will tell us what and where we need
to make changes that will directly improve
our members’ and the public experience
of SLS
We have collected information from
membership surveys, workshops,
statistics, financial information, one on one
interviews and leading commercial and
Not for Profit organisations.
We are also interested in your thoughts
too!

‘It’s not the
strongest of
the species
who survive,
nor the most
intelligent,
but the
ones most
responsive to
change’
Charles
Darwin

A Significant
Undertaking
The strategic review and eventual
adoption of the 2007-2011 SLSNZ
Strategic Plan identified the importance
of ensuring we have an efficient and
effective organisation structure to achieve
our Vision.

Chairman Graeme Cullen, Board Member
Heather Kohn and Chief Executive Geoff
Barry. In November, Paul Veric was
employed to support the sub committee’s
work plan and is the primary contact point
for the project.

With this in mind the SLSNZ Board
committed to Project Groundswell in
September 2007. A project plan was
developed and a sub committee of the
Board was established and included
Mr. Peter Fitzsimmons OBE, a previous
Board Member with significant experience
across a range of organisations, both
commercial and Not for Profit, SLSNZ

Project Groundswell is the most
significant undertaking by the Board
in recent times. The review of our
organisation, gathering and consideration
of best practice, membership consultation
together with ongoing independent
assessment of the project will ensure Surf
Life Saving in New Zealand will remain
relevant – into the next 100 years.

Key Dates
July 08 September 08
Complete the Information
Gathering/Consultation
Phase
		
October 08
Club and District Chair
Workshops
November 08 March 09
Develop and Build the
Solution
		
May 09
Club and District Chairs
Conference

2108?

What does
Project
Groundswell
mean for
you…?
For the entire
membership of SLS
it will mean CHANGE
of some kind. There is
no doubt that in order
to remain a leading
organisation we must
change before it’s too
late. What we change
is yet to be determined
but so far members
support the Project
and the need for
change.

To change...
or not to change

So far the membership has told us what COULD CHANGE…
• Removal of duplicated services and activities
• R
 emoval of tasks members don’t like doing enabling
members to do what they enjoy
• SLSNZ increasing its relationship / contact with Clubs
• T
 he ability for Clubs and Districts to operate outside a ‘one’
organisation team
• C
 reation of additional volunteer time through being more
efficient
• Current financial inefficiencies
• Increasing paid services to meet gaps, strengthening our
volunteer capacity

So far the membership has told us some of things that
shouldn’t CHANGE…

• T
 he delivery of services through the current cascade
National > District > Clubs

• T
 he core of SLS needs to remain - Prevention of injury and
drowning is our core Purpose

• T
 he lack of true alignment throughout the organisation
i.e. The need to increase standardisation

• Volunteers should continue to be the lifeblood of SLS in NZ

• Increased accountability

• T
 he Club as an independent entity
- The foundation for SLS activity in New Zealand

• U
 sing the information we collect to benchmark and improve
performance

• The emphasis and investment in marketing and our brand

• T
 he current constitutional structure and the relationship
between Clubs, Districts and SLSNZ

• A
 balance of consultation and leadership i.e. Listen to the
members BUT be prepared to make decisions
• The current culture of SLS

DO YOU
AGREE?

• R
 emoval of barriers and negative experiences for our
members and / or the public

Have your say on the future of SLS now
1.	What are your thoughts about this Project?
2.	What don’t you like about Surf Life Saving?
3.	What do you like about Surf Life Saving?
If you want to know more information, provide feedback and/or
become involved in Project Groundswell please contact:
Paul Veric, Consultant - Organisational Development
p 04 3827208
e paul.veric@surflifesaving.org.nz

Visit: www.surflifesaving.org.nz/groundswell for more info and key documents
Guaranteeing the future of Surf Life Saving.
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Beijing - how did they go?
There were seven Surf Lifeguards competing at the 2008 Beijing
Olympic Games. We take a look at how they did.

Dean Kent

Erin Taylor

Mike Walker

Levin Waitarere / Mairangi Bay

Red Beach

Muriwai

Swimming - 200m Individual
Medley (IM)

Kayaking - K1 500m

Kayaking - K2 1000m

Dean, the veteran of the Olympic

Known as ET or Killer to her Red

Mike has had a diverse kayaking

swimming team, with two previous

Beach friends, Erin has made a rapid

career, competing in a range of

Olympic showings headed to

rise to the top of elite kayaking. Erin

disciplines. In 2006 he won the

Beijing as his last international

was the first woman to compete in

King of the Harbour and has taken

performance. Dean has had an

the New Zealand Olympic Canoe/

several marathon kayaking titles

illustrious swimming career. He first

Kayak Team. The 20-year-old had

and Surf Life Saving medals. He has

represented New Zealand at the

her sights firmly fixed on London

been paddling flatwater seriously

World Short Course Championships

2012 but her performance improved

since 2001. Competing in his first

in 1999. He was a silver medalist

much faster than she anticipated

Olympic games in the K2 1000m

in the 200m IM at the 2006

and led to her selection for 2008.

with teammate Steven Ferguson,

Commonwealth Games, and a

Erin cruised through to the K1 500m

they were ranked 7th fastest and

finalist at the World Championships

semi final but narrowly missed out

expected to challenge for a medal.

in 2007 over the same distance.

on a finals place, finishing fifth in her

Making the final was a fairly easy

While Dean’s performance in Beijing

semi-final (outside the top three she

task for Mike and Steve, even

wasn’t as successful as he and New

needed to progress). Like Tash, Erin

slowing down at the finish of their

Zealand hoped, there is no doubt

is someone to look out for in London

semi-final so they would be allocated

that he is one of New Zealand’s

2012.

their preferred lane in the final. Come

greatest swimmers, his dedication

Kayaking

finals day it didn’t quite click for

and passion to the sport is second

them, finishing in a credible sixth but

to none.

well out of the medals.

Swimming

Kayaking
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Moss Burmester

Natasha Hind

Steven Ferguson

Andrea Hewitt

Omanu

Lyall Bay

Muriwai / Whangamata

South Brighton

Swimming - 200m Butterfly

Swimming - 4 x 200m
Freestyle Relay

Kayaking - K1 500m & K2
1000m

Triathlon

Moss was New Zealand’s highest

Shock turned to excitement as Tash

Competing in his third Olympic

Andrea emerged on to the

ranked swimmer at the Beijing

was chosen for the fourth spot in the

Games and clocking up almost

international triathlon scene in

Olympic Games and an outside

4 x 200m relay team. Wellington’s

as many disciplines, Steven had

2005, winning the U23 World

hope to stand on the dias. He was

female sportsperson of the year,

an action packed programme of

Championship in Gamagori, Japan.

gold medalist at the Melbourne

Tash was being groomed for the

events. Originally his Olympics

Her debut season on the elite

Commonwealth Games in the 200m

2012 Olympics in London, but as

debut was in Swimming at the

World Cup circuit in 2006 saw her

butterfly, and bronze in the 100m

New Zealand’s fifth fastest over the

Sydney 2000 Olympic Games,

named the international rookie of

butterfly. He also won the 2008

distance was next cab off the rank

before changing codes for Athens

the year and finish 9th in the world

World Short Course 200m Butterfly

when Melissa Ingram withdrew.

2004. He was a finalist in the

rankings. Andrea also picked up

in Manchester. Most of New Zealand

Tash’s build up couldn’t have been

mens K2 1000 at Athens with

a bronze medal at the Melbourne

watched in anticipation as Moss

better, taking seconds off her 200m

Ben Fouhy. Making both the

Commonwealth Games. Beijing

finished in, what must be the most

time. Swimming the final leg in the 4

K2 1000m and K1 500m finals

was Andrea’s first Olympics and a

gut wrenching place, fourth. His

x 200m relay Tash left slightly early

made Beijing the most successful

stepping stone to London in 2012.

exploits did however gain him a New

causing her team to be disqualified,

Olympic campaign Steven has

Completing the 1.5km swim in just

Zealand and Commonwealth record

but she will be back for revenge; just

had. Finishing eighth in the K1

under 20 minutes allowed her to

time of 1.54.35.

wait until London 2012!

500m (emulating his father Ian

make the lead group for the bike.

Swimming

Swimming

Ferguson who finished eighth in

First onto the run leg Andrea ran

the 1980 Olympics before he won

with eventual winner Emma Snowsill

his gold medal in Los Angeles

(Australia) before the scorching heat

1984) Steven hopes to come back

took its toll. But, Andrea hung on for

in 2012 and do the same as his

a credible 8th place and was the first

father.

New Zealander across the line.

Kayaking

Triathalon
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Sue
McMaster
District Manager, Surf Life Saving Taranaki

Now it’s
more about
the people,
community
and the
opportunities
within an
organisation
that is moving
forward.

Name: Sue McMaster
Nick name: None for Publication!
Where born: Palmerston North
Birth sign: Gemini
Favourite food: anything with
chocolate
Favourite drink: Thai bucket! Not
necessarily my favourite but very
memorable!
Favourite musician: Finn Brothers
Favourite sportsperson:
Madonna Harris

Most inspirational leader:
Sir Peter Blake
Employment: Current – Surf Life
Saving Taranaki District Manager,
Previous – Sport Wanganui Finance
Manager.
Qualifications: Diploma Teaching,
currently studying toward Bachelor of
Commerce.
Interests outside SLS: Cycling and
training for my first triathlon, Taupo
Ironman 2009!

What attracted you to SLS? as a
youngster it was more fun competing
in the surf than following a black line
on the bottom of the pool! Now it’s
more about the people, community
and the opportunities within an
organisation that is moving forward.
What do you think will be your
biggest employment challenge
in the next 12 months? Building
relationships with Clubs and the wider
community.

Matt
Warren

District Manager, Surf Life Saving Wellington

As a
youngster it
was more fun
competing in
the surf than
following a
black line on
the bottom of
the pool!

Name: Matt Warren
Nick name: Rata
Where born: Wellington
Birth sign: Aries
Favourite food: Sunday Roast (Any
type)
Favourite drink: Stella
Favourite musician: I’ll listen to
anything except opera & country.
Favourite sportsperson: Tiger
Woods
Most inspirational leader: Ed Hillary

Employment current: District
Manager SLSW
Employment Previous: Recreation
project manager, pool manager
Qualifications: Certificate in
Recreation
Interests outside SLS: Family,
Surfing, Fishing, anything with my 2
kids.
What attracted you to SLS: I spent
years following the black line in the pool
and the beach was so much more fun,
that was over 20 years ago and I still
love hanging out at the beach.

What do you think will be your
biggest employment challenge in
the next 12 months?:
Coordinating Wellington’s resources
to ensue that our clubs are well
supported to deliver the basic services
to a consistently high quality. And
also winning the Lion Foundation Surf
League and Inter-District titles.
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ordinary new zealnders doing
extra-ordinary things

out’n’about - BP Surf rescue awards

01

02

03

04

05

08

06

09

07

10

11

14

15

12

the beautiful people: 1. Ben Flynn, Brad Lawson. Jess Limbrick and Jess Berridge-Hart 2. Govenor General, Anand Satyanand 3. Cheryl Lyster and Stacey O’Dowd
4. Craig Baxter, Winner for best photo in print 5. Jo Bailey and Jonno Alsop 6. Joanna and Stephen Pye and Bob Harvey 7. Nicki and Rob Nicol 8. Jacqui Bartlett, Julia
Toomey and John Bryant 9. Amy Vaughan, Callum Joll, and Alex Chiet 10. Leanne Warr, Winner of the Best Story Surf Life Saving Story in Print 11. Penny Harford and
Dan Lander 12. On the dance floor with Surf Lifeguard of the Year Debbie Phillips-Morgan 13. Jim and Bev Campbell 14. Doctor Vivienne Bickley, John O’Connell and
Fraser Bickley 15. Frank van Hattum 16. Deborah Franich, Deborah Handford, Alan Franich and Michelle Newton

13

16
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Gearing up for summer with Holden
With the summer season just
around the corner Surf Life
Saving New Zealand are pleased
to announce that Holden New
Zealand is providing us with ten
replacement Captiva SX SUVs.
Last summer we provided more patrol hours than ever before at beaches and
through event lifeguarding services. As we continue to increase our services
beyond ‘just the patrolled beach’ mobility is critical. That’s why provision of the
Captivas is so important as they allow us to be far more mobile in providing
lifesaving services in the community.
With the help of the Holden Captivas we will be better equipped to deliver our
many services to the community.
The new Captivas offer another advantage, they’re an all wheel drive diesel and are
one of Holden’s most versatile vehicles. Last month Surf Life Saving New Zealand’s
environmental strategy was launched by the NZ Leadership team.

FUEL
ECONOMY

8.6*
ltrs

100

kms

The move to diesel Captivas will provide us with greater economy as well as
power and drivability. The Captivas are designed to excel in any weather and any
environment so they are well suited to our needs.
The vehicles are used in the larger districts – across greater Auckland, Bay of
Plenty, Wellington and Canterbury.
This is the fourth year that Holden has provided us with vehicles and it is great to
have their continued support. In those four years the combined mileage covered has
been more than 1.2 million kilometres, so as you can see Holden’s support provides
us with considerable savings in this area.

DHL continues to proudly support Surf Life Saving
New Zealand, and we would like to recognise
the valuable contribution that New Zealand’s
lifeguards make to our communities each summer.
Thanks for your dedication, from the DHL New Zealand team.

Delivering Safer Beaches

Whether you’re a
Lifeguard, Instructor,
Coach, Official or
Administrator the
time you give is your
investment in the
safety and wellbeing of
all New Zealanders.
It’s an investment in
life whatever your level
of involvement.

preventing drowning and
injury in new zealand
For further information about Surf Life Saving or for
contact details of your nearest Surf Life Saving Club visit
the Surf Life Saving website

www.surflifesaving.org.nz
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Media Awards 2008
Best Surf Life
Saving Story in Print

Best Surf Life
Saving Photo

Winner:
Leanne Warr, Western Leader
Finalists:
Anendra Singh, Hawke’s Bay Today

a

Joelle Dally, Christchurch Star

Winner:

Anendra Singh’s profile on SLSNZ

Craig Baxter, Otago Daily Times

life member Ray Trilford was rich and

This photo fills the viewers

interesting, written with a distinctive style

imagination with thoughts of

and a keen reporter’s sense of digging a

the aftermath of an impossible

little deeper for a bit more of a story. He was

looking leap. The inconceivable

helped by having great subject matter and

nature of the situation is

a whole broadsheet page to do it justice

emphasized by size of the mass

but he produced a great story showcasing

of Kelp compared to the size of

the earthy stamina and pluck it takes to be

the Lifeguard. Diving head first,

involved in the surf lifesaving movement.

this Surf Lifeguard is truly ‘In it

Leanne Warr’s handling of another needless

for Life’.

West Coast fishing death was both
innovative and provoking. Given the tight
space, she grabbed her audience from the
first line and forced them to read right to the
end with her compact, personal prose.

b
Runner Up:

Joelle Dally’s two entries were both of a

Bradley Ambrose

high standard, capturing the emotion of
people on both sides of the surf lifesaving

The contrast of the hard, sharp

fence, from the rescued to the rescuer.

lighting on the Lifeguards, set

She obviously gained the trust of the

against the dark moodiness of
the background emphasizes the

people she interviewed enabling them to

seriousness of the situation.

recount their terrifying experiences at two
Christchurch beaches.
This was an extremely tough decision with
two entries that particularly stood out, but
Leanne Warr’s stark account of tragedy
and heroism just won her the nod over
Anendra Singh.
Her introduction reads: `A lone toolbox sits

c

unopened on a bench at Miller Sampson

Bradley Ambrose

in Eden Terrace.’ She then explains how its

The sheet of white water has

owner won’t ever return after being washed
off rocks at Bethells Beach, while a young
surf lifesaver showed incredible fortitude to
retrieve the man’s body and give the grieving
family some peace.
She handles this tough topic sensitively, yet
leaves the reader in no doubt how frustrating
it is for lifeguards to have to mop up another
wasted life.
It was a skilful piece of reporting, and
Leanne Warr is a deserving winner of the BP
Surf Rescue Media Awards for 2008.

been captured at the perfect
moment to create an impressive
juxtaposition of man vs nature.
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Tairua-Huntington Lifeguard Exchange 2008
In July a team of Surf Lifeguards from Tairua (BOP) embarked
on their club’s second educational exchange with the
Huntington Beach Junior Lifeguard Programme in California.

Thirteen young guards from Tairua trained and

pier. They learnt how to do “speed drop rescues”

Lifeguards personal skills, and retain members

fundraised extensively for a year to prepare

from a moving rescue boat, and they learnt how

who return from these trips wanting to improve

themselves for this trip of a lifetime.

to perform rescues around the pier (sometimes

the professionalism of their own rescue service

involving a 12m jump from the top of the pier!).

here in NZ.

Huntington Beach Junior Lifeguard Programme

In between this busy schedule they also were

The team was: Sean & Erin Ridler

which runs one of the most professional training

involved with 4th of July (Independence Day)

(Managers), Mathew Kerr & Alisha King

and educational programmes in the world. Each

celebrations where several hundred thousand

(Coaches), Sam Tate, Jono Sowry, Shamay

year they cater for 1200 (yes, 1200!) kids aged

people cram the 3 mile stretch of Huntington

King, Gia Garrick, Ed Burgess, Ben

9-16 who pay US$600 for a 6 week programme.

Beach. They also visited Disneyland, Universal

Nicolson, Hugh Springford, Patrick Bowen,

Studios, Catalina Island, and one or two

Digby Powell.

The team were hosted by families of the

The Tairua team had the wonderful privilege of
participating in this programme for 2 weeks free

shopping centers!

of charge while also experiencing some of the

This exchange programme stems from a long

attractions that California has to offer.

10 year relationship Sean Ridler (Tairua Club

During the two week stay the Tairua guards
learnt a huge amount. They attended lectures
on “perimeter defense scanning systems”,
numbered radio code procedures, rescue and
back up responses, they did a lot of grueling
swimming and running, many hundreds of press

Captain) has had with the Huntington Beach
Programme Co-ordinators. This second visit
by Tairua has cemented a strong relationship
between the two organisations with Huntington
Beach having plans to bring 30 junior guards to
Tairua and Piha in December 2009.

ups, and got to patrol “Baywatch” style on

These educational exchanges provide such

towers, in rescue boats, on response jeeps that

a valuable opportunity for the Tairua club to

roam the beach, and in the tower situated on the

develop their Lifeguards operational skills, their

A: Lifeguards at Huntington
Beach in California B:
Lifeguards playing hide
and seek.

